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We usually save the best for last, but the best p
 eople in my life have waited
long enough to have my attention back after taking a decade to complete
this book. First and forever, to a man with unending patience who is brilliant,
beautiful, and ethical: Makaya McCraven. This book is dedicated to you and
our loving, adventurous, and wonderful c hildren, Maya Naima and Jaya Jagdish. This book is also dedicated to my other “children”: my Northwestern
Posse 1 students (Sam, Macs, Jourdan, Nick, Alejandro, Sarah, Angel, Jordan,
Elleana, and Huzaifa) and t he fifteen students (Karen, Maggie, Henry, Makasha, Anna, Magdalena, Pooja, April, Isabella, Stacy, Danielle, Jessica, Imani,
Elise, and Alicia) in “Race and Indigeneity in the Pacific,” co-taught with my
close friend and comrade, Hiʻilei Hobart. You are the reason we become—and
remain!—professors.
This book would not have been possible without the support of my parents. My f ather, Dr. Jagdish Prasad Sharma, died during my first year of fieldwork but had introduced me to so many p
 eople central to this project. My
mother, Dr. Miriam Sharma, has always been such a gifted editor of my work.
I am deeply grateful that this project has allowed me to spend more time with
this incredible w
 oman upon each trip to Mānoa Valley, where she welcomed
me home. I’m fortunate to have my brother, Arun, a powerhouse of a human
being with a deeply generous spirit: thank you for always being t here and for
visiting us so often. I have only boundless love and gratitude for Ágnes Zsigmondi and her Hungarian family, and to Marcus and Marguerite and all the
McCravens for always making me feel special and welcome—I am blessed to
be in your family.
This book is the result of ten years of collaboration with the warm and
generous Black residents of Oʻahu, Hawaiʻi and so many other Island residents.
You have my deepest gratitude. I thank you all from the bottom of my heart for
what you have shared—your life stories, your homes, and your music. My goal
is to tell your stories alongside the story of Hawaiʻi. Dr. Akiemi Glenn offered
years of informative discussions and lively hangs; members of the Department
of Ethnic Studies at the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa provided nuanced perspectives, especially Ethan Caldwell, Monisha Das Gupta, Vernadette Gonzalez,
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Rod Labrador, Jonathan Okamura, and last, but certainly not least, Ty Tengan.
No research could be done without the guidance of friends and neighbors,
like Susan and Glenn Shea, Amarjit and Mary Singh, Jim Morel Jr., and Janice
Staab, and old classmates including Julie Lowe from Roosevelt High School,
who (re)introduced me to Hawaiʻi’s Black residents.
This book would not look the way it does without the careful eye and tireless work of manuscript editor Kimberly Banks, whose first-rate skills reshaped
the book. The images in this book come from Hawaiʻi photographers who generously allowed me to reproduce their images. Dr. Chuck Langlas, as well as
Dr. Hiʻilei Hobart, provided critical guidance and editing of ʻōlelo Hawaiʻi—
mahalo nui loa for your expertise and care. Ideas on Fire provided helpful edits
to the book’s introduction, and the fantastic Josh Rutner created the index.
Courtney Berger at Duke University Press is, simply, the finest editor one
could have. Your dedication to sustaining deep relationships with authors allows us to benefit from your intellectual acuity and sharp editorial eye—all
delivered with encouragement over delicious meals and white wine! Thank
you for your belief that this book would become a reality. To the entire team at
Duke University Press, including Sandra Korn and Lisa Lawley—your professionalism has no equal. I look forward to our next jazz hang, Ken Wissoker.
I am intellectually and politically indebted to the brilliant and hospitable
scholars in Asian American, Black, Native, and Pacific Islands studies. I have
learned so much from the work of, and conversations with, Hōkūlani Aikau,
Maile Arvin, Keith Camacho, Vince Diaz, Willy Kauai, and Kathryn Takara.
Angela Davis, Ruth Gilmore, Noelani Goodyear-Kaʻōpua, Gerald Horne, Miles
Jackson, George Lipsitz, Gary Okihiro, and Vijay Prashad—your ideas have
shaped this intellectual journey. Martha Biondi—you have been a mentor to
me for over fifteen years, and your advocacy, kindness, and friendship allowed
this book to happen. Colleagues supported and trusted me to accomplish this
project, even as my f amily and work responsibilities grew: E. Patrick J ohnson,
Dwight McBride, Celeste Watkins-Hayes, Mary Pattillo, Jennifer Nash, Michelle
Wright, Ji-Yeon Yuh, Shalini Shankar, Patricia Nguyen, Doug Ishii, Michelle
Huang, Ivy Wilson, Joshua Chambers-Letson, César Braga-Pinto, and Leslie
Harris. Suzette Denose, Marjorie McDonald, Seth Bernstein, C
 arlos Ballinas,
and Cheryl Jue provided years (decades!) of logistical support: I deeply respect
and appreciate you.
Northwestern University and specifically Weinberg College and its dean,
Adrian Randolph, have supported me and my research. Faculty Research, Subvention, and Provost’s grants funded this research, as did the Woodrow Wilson
Foundation, the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Kaplan Institute,
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and the always supportive Center for Native American and Indigenous Research. This book is stronger due to the host of undergraduate and graduate
research assistants I have had the honor of working with, first and foremost
Aozora Brockman—my first assistant, now a published poet in her own right!
Thanks as well to Yoonie Yang, Ying Lu Lucy Wang, Bennie Niles, Mishana
Garschi, and Leah Kaplan for your assistance with research and editing.
The most difficult task was writing the book, including reading and discussion groups, attempting to do justice to the narratives of the hundreds of
people I spoke to. For this, I am completely indebted to my dear friend and
best writing partner, Mary Weismantel. A special mahalo and hugs to Hi‘ilei
Hobart, Jinah Kim, Dana Kuzwayo, and Kelly Wisecup—you have sustained
me with your friendship and brilliance. Other generous readers over the years
have also strengthened the book; parts that are weak are because I did not
listen to your advice: Frances Aparicio, Marquis Bey, Keith Camacho, Camilla
Fojas, Rudy Guevarra, Daniel Immerwahr, Lauren Jackson, Sarah Johnson,
Sylvester Johnson, Doug Kiel, Simeon Man, Justin Mann, Kaneesha Parsard,
Mark Rifkin, Shannon Speed, Nicole Spigner, Faʻanofo Lisaclaire Uperesa,
Ana Ramos-Zayas, and so many o thers. Writing retreats and write-on-sites
gave me structure and strengthened my friendships and knowledge. I benefited from weekly check-ins with Zulema Valdez, one of my oldest and dearest friends, with whom I have shared the best writing retreats. The Yosemite
Creative Connections retreat in 2014 introduced me to new friends and smart
interlocuters Tanya Golash-Boza, Vilna Bashi, Crystal Fleming, and France
Winddance Twine. Thank you OiYan Poon, for modeling a butt-in-chair writing practice that held me down for over a year, along with the writing retreat
you arranged. I learned so much from events like the Diaspora and Indigeneity Group at Brown University, run by Kevin Escudero and Paja Faudree, and
those who collaborated with me on Pacific Islands studies at Northwestern.
I rarely wrote in my home or at my university office, u
 ntil covid-19 upended our lives. I worked for hours in cafés, wine shops, and bars across the
United States and Hawaiʻi. I have a deep sense of gratitude to Colectivo and
Other Brother coffee shops as well as Sandeep’s Vinic Wine Shop in Evanston,
where I long to return during this endless lockdown and where I hope to celebrate this book. I wish, too, that I could thank my c hildren’s caretakers in
person: Jill McDuffee Wade, Imani Wilson, Saeko, and so many o thers without
whose time and attention I would never have finished this book. It’s only fitting to circle back to those people and places who made all this possible and
pleasurable: thank you Makaya, to our beautiful children Maya and Jaya, to my
parents, and to Mānoa Valley on the island of Oʻahu.
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